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This issue presents the rich and wide
experience of Wellspring members
both personal and spiritual. From
Israel and Palestine to China to
North America – and then to a local
Wellspring cell group. And it’s a
pleasure and privilege to welcome Peter
Millar. Hear, too, our new Co-leader
Mary’s words on “Community”.
Finally, there’s a very Australian song/
poem introduced at the Canberra
Gathering in one of this year’s
Sandpits.
IT IS
COMMITMENT TO
A COMMON TASK WHICH
BUILDS COMMUNITY.
These words of George MacLeod,
founder of The Iona Community,
have often been repeated since the
Community’s founding in 1938. For
me the words still have meaning for
both The Iona Community and for
The Wellspring Community. In fact
great meaning.

engaged Christian faith in which the
ordinary events of life matter because
God’s presence permeates them.
This world is the place of the Spirit’s
abiding. In
familiar words, work and worship
go together. The “material” and the
“spiritual” are never disconnected.
These truths are expressed in the life
of The Iona Community through its
commitment to prayer, listening to
the Word and liturgical renewal; to
ecumenism; to its solidarity with those
on the edge; to the issues of justice
and peace and the environment both
locally and globally; to the ministry of
healing both in our lives and in the life
of the world; to mission - -announcing
the good news of the gospel; to
personal and corporate accountability.
From these central or core dimensions
many others flow.

From its inception, Iona’s spirituality
has been “ integrated” in the sense
that it is committed to a radical and

In the early part of The Iona
Community’s history, “the outward
common task” was the re-building
of the residential part of Iona Abbey(
between 1938 and 1967) but that rebuilding was in itself the fruit of the
underlying “common task” which was
the living, sharing and celebrating of
an incarnational (earthed) theology
through the common life. This is
also the underlying “common task”
which undergirds The Wellspring
Community today. For The Wellspring
Community (as for Iona) is it not just
about some intellectual agreement
concerning a spirituality which is both
reflective and active. It is far more than
that. It is about struggling – sometimes
painfully and with misunderstandings
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It was in 1992 that John Martin and
others had correspondence with John
Harvey (then Leader of The Iona
Community) about the possibility
of starting an Iona Community in
Australia. From the start John Harvey
involved me in this exchange. What
attracted people in Australia to The
Iona Community was the way in
which it held together several themes
or
dimensions within its theological
understanding.
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– to actually live out, through a
common life, that radical, prophetic
and risk-taking understanding of the
message of Jesus Christ.
(Photo – Peter Millar)
In one of my books I put it this
way: “We stand today, as a global
community, at a place of enormous
possibility and also of overwhelming
threat. In it all Iona and Wellspring are
tiny fragments in the multiple purposes
of God. But what is so important is
that they ARE fragments, and in their
own particular way are recovering
social holiness and a recognition that
the fate of the soul is the fate of our
social order. It is certainly not a time
to be discouraged: such communities
are needed more than ever!”
In these early years of a new century,
Iona and Wellspring both stand for
something quite different from the
privatised, pick and mix Christianity
which characterises so much of
religious life in affluent societies. We
are marching to a different drum-beat,
and we should make no apologies
for that fact. We have been given,
through the surprising work of the
Spirit, what can be accurately named
(as George Macleod saw clearly many
years ago) a “common task.” That
task in the coming years will unfold
in different and unexpected ways in
our Australian context, but unless we
have this central and shared vision of
an integrated, engaged and radical
spirituality, Wellspring will be truly
impoverished. In other words, it will
lose both energy and direction. The
same will happen to Iona despite its
longer history.
In our often divided world, we
desperately need a Christian faith
which is earthed in tenderness for
our fragile world, but which can also,
from living prayer, speak the prophetic
word in love. We must take seriously
the many pluralities of the world,
but we also must be a people of deep
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prayer, and of engaged listening to the
many who find themselves at the edges
of society. (Perhaps now the majority
of humankind.)
This is not a time for self-indulgent
spirituality. Nor is it a time to see
“activism” as the only dimension of
Christian faith. The challenging task
for both Iona and for Wellspring is to
explore “the common task” in such a
way that an integrated spirituality is
always our propulsion. Hearing God
and hearing people. And this important
exploration must be done within a
framework of mutual accountability.
We matter to one another. We matter to
God. Wellspring, as a COMMUNITY,
matters in the purposes of God.
We are being asked to risk, to grow,
to walk new paths - in the conviction
that whatever the journey ahead we
are enfolded in a wider Love. In the
friendship of Christ we move on
together, not alone, but in communion.
Open to God, to each other, to the
world. God has given us work to do
together. And whether gathered or
scattered the living Spirit is with us.
Peter Millar

The conclusion to Gillian Hunt’s
address Reflection at Nara Park for
the Peace Walk, Canberra, Sunday 3
June, 2007 in support of International
Church Action for Peace in Palestine
and Israel.
For me the word ‘resilient’ is never far
from the word Palestinian.
I hold in my hand a rock, a mixture of
stone and concrete. It was given to me
by a young Christian Peacemaker team
member on the one day that I was in
Hebron. It is a piece of the home
that the team had tried to prevent
being demolished the week before.
The family had twice had their home
demolished and the team was about to
help them rebuild – again.
That was nine years ago.
And still it continues.
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The bulldozers just get bigger.
Deema Shehabi is a Palestinian woman
poet. In her poem Breath, she mourns
for her home and land.
And I would pray to everything
sacred
and I would bow and stare deeply at
the earth
and walk through old cemeteries to
find the dead softly gazing.
Sometimes I see the beautiful broken
fighter
and his lonely mother
and I see you breathe red poppies over
the hills of Palestine.
Fifteen years ago today the High
Court of Australia handed down
its Mabo Decision recognising
indigenous rights to traditional land.
Aboriginal Australians have taught us
a great deal about the significance and
connectedness of home and land.
Here in this calm place surrounded by
the beauty of trees, gardens and lake,
we lament the pain and suffering of so
many people in Palestine-Israel.
We lament the loss of home, families,
land, dignity, identity, connection; of
trust, laughter and hope.
Let our lament be tears flowing for all
that we destroy when we are at war
with one another.
Let our tears seep into our ground of
memory, cracked by fear and hardened
by hatred.
Let them fill our river of memory,
so we never forget how to trust one
another, how to see the stranger not
as threat but as a potential friend; to
believe that despite what some do out
of fear and fanaticism, human beings
want to live together peaceably.
Our challenge is that we not only
mouth the words of peace - Salamaat,
Shalom, Peace be with you - but walk
them.
Our feet on this land remind us of all
feet on all lands where people want to
walk together in a spirit of justice and
peace.
Let’s DO something - one step at a
time.
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you can do what others claim cannot
be done.
Leader’s Letter
As Jill and I are moving into our new
roles within Wellspring we are greatly
encouraged by the prayers and good
wishes that have been conveyed to us
by Members and Friends. Please keep
up the prayers and do not hesitate
to make contact with us about
any matters at all pertaining to the
wellbeing of Wellspring.

(Photo – Gillian Hunt)
To those of you who have decided to
take part in a peace walk for the first
time today:
You may be here, knowing that others
in your faith community, your parish
or congregation, are opposed to your
being here.
You may be here, knowing that when
you go back to your communities,
there will be tensions, disagreements,
even anger because you have walked
today.
You have heard facts and first-hand
accounts of what the illegal occupation
really means.
I urge you to:
∑ Talk about the PeaceWalk after
today.
∑ Tell someone what you remember
most from the speakers’ reflections.
∑ Do some more research. Why, for
instance, do Israelis feel threatened by
the Palestinians’ claim to a right of
return?
∑ Help politicians to understand what
you now know. Ask them if they went
to East Jerusalem on their official tour,
and if not, what was the reason given?
∑ Discuss with others what peace with
justice means to you.
∑ Consider how right relations with
the land can help people heal.
And, in the words of a blessing sent to
me this week by a dear friend:
May God bless you with enough
foolishness to believe that you can
make a difference in this world, so that
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In our cell groups and as individuals
we should reflect from time to time
on what community means to us and
how Wellspring is measuring up to
that vision.

the Federal Government’s Northern
Territory proposed intervention. It
helped to clarify views about the
response that should be taken. It
was an achievement to produce a
Wellspring statement.
¸ There is one very important matter
which we need to put our minds to
– an EDITOR for PIPELINE. The
Blue Mountains (NSW) group has
kindly offered to produce the present
issue and Fiona Cockington (SA)
has offered to edit the December
issue. However, there is a need for
an ongoing editor who can gather
together material and set themes for
each issue.
Another need is for a permanent space
for the resources of Wellspring. Our
archives, books etc. need one home.
Presently they are scattered at the
various venues of past and present
office-holders. If anyone has a single
room or secure garage or room at
a local church that could be made
available for rent, please contact us
We will be looking for a new
Administrator/Secretary by the next
Annual General Meeting. We have
been blessed with the excellent services
of Margaret Holm for some years now
and she has indicated her wish to
finish at the next AGM.
Peace, Mary Gilchrist
Co-Leader
Teaching English in China

(Photo – Mary Gilchrist)
Taking part in a GATHERING event
is always a shot-in-the-arm for those
attending. Meeting wonderful people
and sharing a multitude of ideas,
devotions and faith. This does and
should also happen on a smaller scale.
We hope to give you an opportunity
to reflect more on ‘community’ in the
coming year.
Congratulations to Clabon Allen and
the Reconciliation Team Committee
for the great dialogue and exchange
of ideas that took place following
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English Conversation and Spiritual
Companioning
In 2005 my husband Jim and I
were invited by the Chongqing
Institute of Technology to conduct
English conversation groups for
selected students and staff members.
Chongqing is a fast-growing industrial
city in the south-west of China with a
population of 13 million and about
20 universities.
While in Chongqing it occurred to
me that there were some similarities
in the way our conversation groups
developed and the process of spiritual
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companioning. Initially I was
surprised by this but ultimately saw
it as a natural outcome of the deep
relationships which grew out of the
linguistic contact.
We were invited again for three
months in 2006. Once again our
‘students’ were teachers, as well
as final year undergraduates from
various faculties. They came in pairs,
though occasionally the conversations
were on a one-to-one basis as various
occasional commitments or illness
prevented a student attending.
The first similarity was in the area of
motivation. These ‘pilgrims’ earnestly
desired to learn from their ‘guides’. To
begin with, the students’ motivation
was entirely focused on improving
their ability to speak and understand
the English language, but as they got
to know us as people and not only as
teachers, their desire to understand
our perspectives on life and our way
of seeing the world increased. We
could tell this was happening by
the questions they began to ask. It
was partly due to our age, which in
Chinese culture is greatly respected.
We were seen as having valuable life
experience to share.
Second, there was the dynamic of
vulnerability and respect. So strong
was their motivation to learn English
that the students were prepared to
make themselves vulnerable to us the native speakers - by exposing their
linguistic weaknesses, their ignorance
and their lack of understanding, so
that we might support and encourage
their efforts to progress. They
acknowledged themselves as children,
beginners, ‘dumb’. They needed a
relationship of trust and respect to
accept this aspect of themselves and
begin to articulate their (linguistic)
aspirations. Frequently we were told
that we were the first foreigners they
had really spoken to, the first time
they had moved so far outside their
comfort zone.
Thirdly, the students in Chongqing
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appreciated the time and space we
gave them. Frequently it exceeded
the agreed commitment. We loved
listening to their stories, their childhood
memories, their descriptions of their
hometowns, their understandings of
their country’s history, its culture, its
beauty, its poetry. They struggled to
explain to us how things had come
to be the way they are. They told us
their legends and their myths, they
explained their festivals, they shared
their food habits and their customs.
They wanted us to appreciate China.
They wanted us to understand who
they were and where they had come
from. I believe that many of them were
using the sessions to work out issues
of identity and where they fitted in to
this powerful, pulsating and rapidly
changing society.

Photo – Marjorie & Jim Houston
Choice of topic. After initial greetings
and comments on the weather of
the day, the initiative was offered to
the student. “How are you today?
What would you like to talk about?”
Sometimes I would ask, “Will you
tell me something about….?” (an
aspect of life in China). Sometimes
they would ask about life in Australia,
marvelling at our lack of population
and our ethnic diversity. Sooner or
later a concern would be raised, or a
‘hot topic’ would emerge, or a personal
dilemma would be shared. The final
year students were worried about
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future employment and how they
would cope in the highly competitive
workforce. They had many issues
concerning
their
performance:
Would they find a job? Had they
done their best? Would their parents
be proud of them? Like students the
world over the idealists among them
expressed concern for social justice,
for comrades missing out on the
economic miracle, for the beggars
on the streets, the dispossessed rural
workers, the peasants without viable
incomes, with little educational
opportunities and almost no health
care.
Presence. It was not always easy to
be present to people from a culture
so different to our own. Initially we
were overwhelmed by culture shock
and had to be present to ourselves
and aware of how we were feeling scared, uncertain, out of our depth,
unsure of the social ‘rules’, appalled
by the traffic chaos, bombarded by
the constant noise, embarrassed
by the public spitting, oppressed
by the air pollution and the huge
numbers of people, everywhere. We
were demoralized by our inability
to communicate, to understand the
flow of words around us, to make
basic conversation - we who thrived
on words and social relationships.
Intentionality. The students had not
sought us out as spiritual companions.
There was no doubt about our
commitment to and enthusiasm for
the development of language skills,
but we wanted to give more than that
if it were requested. We wondered to
what extent and at what point this
willingness to share more deeply was
understood by the students. Some I
think perceived it immediately and
almost as quickly responded. Others
took longer to recognize the gift on
offer, but engaged on that level once
trust was established. Naturally there
were a few who chose to keep the
relationship formal.
This is different from spiritual
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direction, where the intention to
explore life and spiritual issues
together is intentional on both sides
from the outset.
Conclusion
I hope these reflections will give some
idea of the incredible experience that
it was for Jim and me to visit CQIT
last year and ‘share bread’ with the
beautiful and brave people who came
to us because they thought we had
something of value to offer them. I am
bold enough to believe that we did.
Marjorie Houston.
SIX
WEEKS
AMERICA

IN

NORTH

THROUGH THE EYES OF TWO
WELLSPRINGERS
Princeton, New Jersey: Our daughter
and her family have been living here
very happily for 9 months while on
sabbatical leave. On the first Sunday
we attended Trinity Church which
our family have made their church
home while in the U.S. The words
on the top of the order of service,
printed there every week, touched us
immediately:

with the family, overwhelmed by the
power of this natural wonder of the
world. We were joined for one day by
Catherine, who had been in Iona with
us, sharing the same house with all its
joys (and privations!). The bonding
created by that closeness had not
diminished.
Halifax: A flight to Canada to stay
with Iain, another friend made in
Iona, a Scots Canadian who has lived
in Nova Scotia for 40 years or so.
Iain was widowed early last year and
came to volunteer in Iona, believing
that he was getting selfish living
alone. Again, the bonding created by
our weeks together on the island still
held us together and there was much
reflection on the experiences we had
shared and the people we had met. As
Iain opened his arms to embrace us
there was a sense of being held close
by Christian community wherever it
might be. He showed us much of his
delightful watery city, then sent us on
our way to Prince Edward Island.

At Trinity Church, we believe God’s
love is expansive and unconditional
and that through Christ, God has
called us to love one another as God
loves us. We welcome all people
regardless of gender, race, age, culture,
ethnic background, sexual orientation,
economic circumstances, family
configuration, or difference of ability.
We celebrate the worth, dignity and
gifts of every person as a child of God.
If you are visiting…
We both felt, reading those words,
that we were in a place we could easily
make our faith community. Trinity
Church has an outreach in Trenton,
the capital of N.J., a city with huge
economic and social problems. Later
in our stay Bill visited this outreach
centre to see first-hand the church in
action.
Niagara Falls: Three amazing days
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we met 2 young people who belonged
to WWOOF…Willing Workers on
Organic Farms…one from Korea and
one from Japan, both doing farm work
in return for bed and board. On the
Sunday we attended a United Church
outside Charlottetown where we were
made welcome. The ministers, a clergy
couple, were interested in what we had
to say about church life in Australia.
On the way back to Princeton we had
a night with Michael and Maureen,
a Canadian couple who had been in
Ruth’s congregation in Balmain, NSW.
Again, an awareness of the bonding
created by Christian community.
Back in Princeton: Summer had
arrived and most days were well
over 30 degrees ,,,, We attended the
farewell service and function for one
of the ministers at Trinity Church…
an interesting cultural experience…as
he and his family were placed under a
canopy (not unlike the one the Pope
uses) while many speeches were made
(very sincerely – it was obvious that

Photo – Ruth & Bill Thomas
Prince Edward Island: For Ruth, a
dream realized! Since she was 12, and
first read Anne of Green Gables, this
island had beckoned. Its gentleness and
quiet beauty captured both of us. We
stayed in a B and B owned by a couple,
refugees from New York, who had an
organic farm and who were the most
hospitable and welcoming hosts. There

they were much loved) …. A day in
Amish country led us to ponder the
contradictions in that way of life….
Three days in Washington blew us
away with the galleries and museums.
We were particularly moved by the
Franklin Roosevelt memorial -- a
fitting tribute to a hero of our history
teaching days.
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And so we returned,
happy.

tired but

After 33 hours of travel, (time to
reflect on the paradoxes of the US),
and a temperature drop from 34 in
Princeton to 4 in Wentworth Falls.
Ruth & Bill Thomas
A sharing of concerns within a
Wellspring Cell Group on Saturday
June 9, 2007. Blue Mountains, NSW.
The focus was on Areas of Concern
– one focus each person. 14 present.
Eugene Stockton:
Spirituality:
Awareness of the onslaught of
propaganda in our community
typified by advertising. There are 2
messages: Buy me! & The Importance
of money or values we can’t subscribe
to as Christians.
John Telford: Reconciliation Talked
about the Sorry Day event held at
Mt Druitt. Also, the Sorry Day held
at Bowral the following day which
was well attended, and where we
were reminded that the idea of the
Sorry Books evolved from a public
meeting held in Bowral in December
1997 at which Mick Dodson spoke
and where people from the audience
spontaneously stood up and said
‘sorry’.
The Sorry Day event held at the Mid
Mountains Community Centre in
Lawson on May 30, where in addition
to hearing the story of one of the
Stolen Generation, Gerard Waterford
launched the book Alone on the
soaks, a book co-written by Gerard
and Alec Kruger about Alec’s life as
one of the Stolen Generation. The
Community Centre was packed with
both Indigenous and non-Indigenous
people from the Mountains.
Jim Tulip: Ecumenical & Interfaith:
commented on the value of the
Catholic theologian Gerard Kelly’s
contribution on the NSW Ecumenical
Council Faith & Order Committee,
but Jim feels the mood in the church
community at present is non- or antiP
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ecumenical. He also mentioned the
Interfaith experience of the Leura
congregation at the Bat Mitzvah,
Temple Emmanuel, Woollahra, and
the visit of Jim Mien, Moderator of
NSW UC Synod, to Leura UC on
Saturday 23rd June to talk on his visit
to Turkey with thoughts on Islam and
Christianity.
Meryl Wellington: Spirituality &
Worship: Beginning to plan for our
Retreat at Lithgow in July, Meryl is
working on the
theme: Created in the image of God.
Thinking about God’s view of ME.
How others see ME.
Gwen Wilson: The Environment:
There was a full bus of protesters
that went to ANVIL HILL, near
Musselbrook. Great to meet many
people on the bus. Busy writing letters.
Planning to approach BM Council
regarding funding for restoration of
Kingsford Smith Park, Katoomba.
Climate Action Groups are forming
in different towns with the focus on
encouraging people to get water tanks,
using plumbers to connect the grey
water to garden, growing their own
vegetables and using public transport.
Noelene Martin: Peace & Social
Justice: News of Fair Trade outlets
– Woolworths and Coles (Katoomba).
Manly has become a Fair Trade Town:
other towns or churches could too, but
they’d need to use Fair Trade tea and
coffee for morning teas, not just for
sale. Trade Winds will post direct to
you. There is a Fair Trade Company, 14
Livingstone Street, Lawson Industrial
Area.
John Martin: The Environment:
Written to Phil Koperberg with the
question: Why can’t we make the
fitting of solar hot water systems
mandatory? Smoke detectors are.
They are recommended for new and
renovated homes. We have so much
sunshine. Leichhardt Council is going
solar.

of rainwater tanks for maintenance
at the nursing homes. (John is the
Chaplain)
Worm farm at Edinglassie & at
Lewin Lodge, Springwood is proving
more complicated than first thought.
Maybe compost heaps will be more
useful.
John Connor:
Spirituality &
Worship: John is currently preparing
for a service for The Gathering which
now meets on Sundays in Hazelbrook
UC Hall. He’s also convenor of a
book group which meets every 2nd
Monday night (Marion Davie attends
too) reading the book Care of the Soul
which John recommends. Together
with Joy Crawford and Eugene, John
is meeting on Monday mornings with
David Crawford at Bodington Nursing
Home. They call themselves The
Mountain Mystics. Also recommends
a film coming after July Into Great
Silence, on a Carthusian Monastery.
(3 hrs)
Geoff Wellington: The Environment:
In September Geoff is conducting
a meeting of central-west farmers
and others who will discuss How
we’re going to farm! Looking at the
question: How will people of faith
find a sustainable way to farm? There
are local nuns who are also wanting to
work sustainably in that area.
Spirituality & Worship: Geoff is
working with the Central West
Uniting Church Presbytery in the
Parkes/Forbes area with congregations
of 10-15 people using DVDs to assist
people to run their own worship,
called Project Reconnect.
Anne McPherson: Healing: Anne told
of her visit to the Gawler Foundation
in Victoria with her son, Michael.
Anne is in remission from cancer. (A
detailed account is available if people
wish to have it sent.)
Reconciliation: Mt Druitt people
held their Walk in Mt Druitt for the
10th time. It fell on Sorry Day.

Received a directive from the Regional
UnitingCare Director for the fitting
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Tom Plaizier: Spirituality & Worship:
Tom is re-reading Borg and others and
pondering on Being called to BE the
church or Being in the Church. Tom
is involved with ‘labyrinth’ workshops
across Sydney. (He makes wooden
‘hand’ labyrinths as well).
He’s
working with community youth and
continuing outreach and development
locally.

is a project of the Blue Mountains
Refugee Support Group and part of
its education campaign.

Bev Plaizier: Spirituality; Healing: Bev
is focussing on ‘How I can be the best
person I can be’ through the gentle
power of the Spirit. Healing: being
asked to speak about ‘preventative
health’ to groups. Presently working
with a new cancer program; can assist
in providing information and referral
services across the Blue Mountains.

An image of the holy,

Sandra Warn: Spirituality; Healing:
Trying to be ‘An ambassador for Christ
wherever you are’ is her focus. Work
takes all her energy which is counselling
at home. While she feels herself to be
introverted she often thinks of how
to change people’s thinking in her
conversations with them eg about
saving the environment, etc.
Peggy Goldsmith: Peace & Social
Justice: Talked of the upcoming
Hypothetical to be held at Wentworth
Falls School of Arts on Sunday June
24 at 2pm on Advance Australia –
Where? Global Issues for Australian
Citizens in this Election Year. This

A silvery shining late afternoon
Australian light, Australian tree
Australian light.
Words: James Tulip. Music: Douglas
Simper

Australian light, Australian tree
Afternoon light on a tall gum tree,
Light on a great gum tree,

From Songs from the Still Strange
Land

Australian light, Australian tree,

(JBCE, Melbourne)

It is holy, deeply holy.
A visioning of God,
A silvery shining late afternoon
Australian light, Australian tree
Australian light.
Light tints of whitish-silver and
cream,
Amber and golden light,
Tall eucalypts strip back their bark
In the sunlight’s gleaming, sharing.
A symphony of brightness,

Our feet on this land remind us
of all feet on all lands where
people want to walk together in
a spirit of justice and peace.

An incandescent God,
A silvery shining late afternoon
Australian light, Australian tree
Australian light.
High-rising branches reach in the air,
Arms of a great gum tree,
White branches reach through dark
green leaf
As if arms are raised in prayer.
The colours of an icon,
A reverencing of God,

Let’s DO something - one step at
a time
May God bless you with enough
foolishness to believe that you
can make a difference in this
world, so that you can do what
others claim cannot be done.
Quotes by Gillian Hand

Photo: Anne McPherson & Peter Millar
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Position Vacant
EDITOR for PIPELINE
Qualifications:
		
		
		

Commitment to the importance of Pipeline to Wellspring
Willingness to: produce on time and regularly
				
work with others and receive articles/ideas/themes
				
co-ordinate with layout editor and printer

Renumeration:
		
			

A job well done and enjoyed
Expenses paid
(Future payment: to be discussed by Council)

Applications to – Administrator/Secretary, PO Box 1689
Macquarie Centre NSW
2113
Closing Date:
As soon as possible

» W E L L SPRIN G C OU N C IL & CONTACT S
» Leaders:
Jill Robertson
02 6259 0576
02 9825 2197
02 4969 6336
02 6253 0113
02 9798 4663
02 9868 5915

jillrobertson@wellspringcommunity.org.au
marygilchrist@wellspringcommunity.org.au
doug.isabel@bigpond.com
gillieh@bigpond.net.au
clabon.margaret@bigpond.com
n_m_holm@internode.on.net

02 6296 4046
02 4782 5581
07 3392 1246
08 8240 1945
03 6344 2357
03 9354 6575
08 9370 2279

mtandukar@dodo.com.au
gwendaline@comcen.com.au
chrisfen@ihug.com.au
normankbennett@yahoo.co.uk
patmckenzie9@bigpond.com
wellspringcommvic@iprimus.com.au
janet.watts@uniting.com.au

Justin Whelan
Clabon Allen
Lisa Wriley

02 9572 7309
02 9798 4663
02 4340 5425

justinw@nsw.uca.org.au
clabon.margaret@bigpond.com
wormss@bigpond.com.au

Jenny Johnston
Di Shearer
Brian Ball
Peggy Goldsmith
Neil Holm

02 4973 3920
08 8536 3937
08 8337 8517
02 4758 8104
02 9868 5915

lancejen@acay.com.au
dishearer@adam.com.au
brianball@picknowl.com.au
pwgold@bigpond.net.au
n_m_holm@internode.on.net

Mary Gilchrist
Deputy Leader
Doug Hewitt
Deputy Leader
Gillian Hunt
Treasurer
Margaret Allen
Secretary
Margaret Holm
Pipeline Editor 		
Contact for ACT
Merilyn Tandukar
Contact for NSW
Gwen Wilson
Contact for QLD
Christine Fensham
Convenor for SA
Val Bennett
Contact for TAS
Pat McKenzie
Contact for VIC
Dennis Webster
Contact for WA
Janet Watts

» Contacts for Areas of Concern:
Peace and Social Justice
Reconciliation
The Environment
Ecumenical &
Interfaith Issues:
Spirituality & Worship:
Other Council members:

Wellspring Community Inc. ABN No. 81 293 869 355
				
PO Box 1689, Macquarie Centre, NSW 2113 • Phone: 02 9868 5915 • www.wellspringcommunity.org.au
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